
Hello and welcome to another video in the Jutro Digital
Platform intro series.

In this video, we will take a look at how you can
leverage Jutro Templates to kickstart your app development.

Using Jutro web apps, we start our development process,
by creating an application from scratch using a template

that matches our drone insurance line of business.

The choice of application type influences the templates
available in the drop-down menu.

Depending on the chosen template, the image on the
right changes to give an idea of what the application

will look like.

After selecting the template, we choose the star
system where the application will reside and the target

planet, which determines where the application will
connect and retrieve information from.

Upon making these selections, we hit 'create application'
which triggers a process that includes several phases:

creating the application, registering authentication,
creating team city projects for deployment and testing,

and provisioning the application code in the Bitbucket
Repository.

This process might take a few minutes.

Once complete, confirmation is received, and we can
access our app through the repository and where we

can begin cloning and making changes to our drone
app.

The application also contains the information provided
upon creation, like the description, selected star

system, owner details, and authentication information.

In the deployment section, there will initially be
no data, but it will list deployments once they begin.

There's also a settings page where developers can
configure certain aspects of their application.

To access the source code, developers navigate to
the 'source code' section, which shows the Bitbucket

repository with the code of their application created



from the selected template.

From here, the standard development process begins:
cloning the code, making changes, running it locally,

committing and pushing changes.

Once developers make changes to adjust the application
for the drone insurance line of business, they can

deploy it and see the URLs where the application will
be accessible.

And that's how we kickstart our P&C app development
from a JutroTemplate.

Checkout more video tutorials on the Jutro Digital
Platform documentation site.


